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Message from the editor
For everyone
that loves the
sea welcome to
our last Roomers
magazine for
2011: The Sea.
This edition has
given our writers
an opportunity
to explore what
the sea means
to them. Some
writers have recollected the seascapes of their childhood or
life-shaping events that have occurred with the sea as a back
drop. While in some pieces the sea is the main character
rather than the setting.
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The majority of our writers and readers live very close
to the sea and many have spoken of the restorative
and soothing affect being by the sea has. When you
feel cramped by where you live, when you have an idea
or problem you are thinking over. Or when you just
want to fill your lungs with fresh salty air. It’s always
possible to find a place where you can be on your own
and just stare out at the horizon. Even when the beach
is teeming with people and the sea has turned yarrabrown due to storm-water over flow….

How about becoming a friend of
Roomers?
For $30 per year you can help keep Roomers going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing
Roomers as a quarterly magazine and running weekly
creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
• 4 copies of Roomers posted annually.
• Invitations to any spoken word/performances and
launches.
• Your name listed in the friends section of the
magazine.
• A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly.

It’s been a mighty year for Roomers. The magazine
continues to evolve and has very comfortably shifted
gear from three issues a year to being a 20 page
quarterly magazine. I certainly don’t have any trouble
filling those extra pages. There is a large and very
productive community of writers out there who
continue to develop their craft and submit their work.

Please contact Philippa Armstrong 0413 024 528

A highlight from this year was performing at the annual
Daylesford literary festival: words in winter. Twelve of
us traveled to Daylesford for the weekend and stayed in
a lovely old Edwardian guest house. We performed our
spoken word show: when the dust settles and the punters
and festival organisers loved it so much we have already
been invited back to perform next year.
I’d like to thank the many talented writing tutors
we have had over the year. I’d also like to thank the
generous funding bodies who ensure our survival. But
most of all I’d like to thank the writers and artists
who contribute to Roomers Magazine and who are
responsible for making Roomers what it is: a unique and
enduring literary magazine and dazzling community arts
project.
The Roomers weekly workshop will finish up
mid December and will resume Tuesday 24th
January.

Writing Workshops

Our weekly writing workshops happen every Tuesday
1.30 – 3.30. The workshop is held in the Community
Room at St Kilda Library, 150 Carlisle St. You don’t
need to book or ring; you just need to turn up. The
workshops are free and open to everyone. They are a
great way to unearth and polish your creative writing
skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors and
afternoon tea. We are always looking for new people so
please drop in on us.
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528.
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Occupy the seaside
Wendy Butler
It’s a beautiful night and I’m sitting on the steps of
my very own beach house. It’s 1997. The year that
I discover my weekly metcard will take me as far as
Mornington beach for the weekend. It is also the year
that I occupy a bathing box.

And there they sit, scattered round the bay from
Brighton Beach to Portsea. Mainly unused whilst waiting
for the prices to escalate. $180,000 for a hut to change
your clothes in. Is there any other country which would
put up with this?

The only people on the beach to witness my occupation
are a group of young men spending the night. They
whoop and cheer as I drag my jeep across the beach
with a fold-up table balanced precariously on top. I then
lift the table and pull out my props: first two folding
chairs, then a beach umbrella, a roll-up mattress, a
sleeping bag, a straw broom, a dustpan and shovel and a
bucket.

Australians have a history of squatting on the beach:
the first settlers set up tents in the seashore at Sydney
Cove. Beachcombers built their little huts of flotsam and
jetsam. In the sixties hippies occupied Lameroo Beach
and surfers discovered Byron Bay.
It’s time for the homeless and unemployed to take
back the beaches. For too long living by the seashore
has been the province of the rich and the famous. Why
should Lindsay Fox and his cohorts have exclusive
rights?

My furniture arranged to my liking, I sit and survey my
domain. There are several abandoned boxes, but this
is my fave. Six steps and I am waist-deep in the sea. At
night I lie with my door open to the stars and the waves
lull me to sleep. A far cry from sleeping on my friends
couch in Richmond.

Mornington Peninsular has obvious advantages: bathing
boxes, 24 hour public toilets, showers, bbqs and teatree
to shelter in. Or how about building your own shelter ...
What if groups of 100 or so people each occupied a
beach on the same day? Imagine cities of the homeless
from Brighton beach to Portsea? Maybe then there
could be some real solutions to the housing crisis, but
until then, why not occupy a bathing box?

I stay for two weeks and then every weekend for the
next two years until suddenly the Council issues an
ultimatum. Clean up or be demolished. In no time the
boxes are tarted up, painted up and locked up.
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On a tram bound for Chapel Street
Rose Higgins

On a cold, black night in August,
keen reminiscence awakens me,
A longing of the soul.
He appeared totally by chance.
Still dressing in your style, he sat beside me.
Wearing your clothes, carrying your shopping bag,
Filled with tell-tale, meagre provisions,
(tell-tale of one who lives alone).
His hands, your hands. And I remembered how long
it had been. Since I felt your physical presence beside me.
“Chapel Street, driver,” said the frail, solitary voice of a stranger,
as you stood up, And prepared to alight,
from the tram; And from my reverie.
Into the cold, black August night,
my unaware stranger disappeared,
just as you once did,
leaving me to cope. With harsh, abrasive, present-day realities.

Names and sea shells
George Hall, Indigenous writer.

know, he’d head off and ask one of the women. I soon
realized that the women knew a lot more about the
sacred shells than the men. It made a great deal of sense
to me.

Dedicated to Uncle Michael Wise: Yorta Yorta elder aged
90. Uncle Mick thank you for always being there for me
The beach was piled high with shells (he called them
raak ekka). It did not take much to encourage him to
make a collection of them. For the most part they
were bleached white. I put each different type of shell
in a different paper bark wrapping and gave each one a
spiritual number.

Once again he went to consult with Alice Chi. I could
see them conferring in the distance. When he returned I
asked him
“so?”

“Everything got name” he said approvingly.

He looked at me.” I forget” he said and headed back to
consult again.

“Everything got spiritual number”
But it wasn’t the number he was talking about; it was
the nampa (name). He had another favourite expression;
“good name somewhere”.

Some of the shells that looked very different to my
eye all had the same name; bujilbulal. But some of the
bivalves (mussels) that looked the same had clearly
different names from our mother the sea (dungula
wammirru)

He considered every shell most carefully turning it
over and over in the palm of his hand. There was no
rush, no sign of impatience, just a dreamtime serenity
that seemed to enfold his whole being. When he didn’t

		Thasal (that’s all, the end)
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The love that dare not
speak its name
Paul South

Admit it. Reading this book you have considered
the homo-beastio-erotic possibilities between me
and my rats. Its human nature: the nuns and the
candle-sticks, all that flicking of wet towels in the
locker-rooms, and the connotations of Gerbils, just
because they are roughly the same size as youknow-what.
Well if it gives you some pleasure to picture me
with a rat lodged in my lower intestine, why not, go
ahead – knock yourselves out. But the truth is far
less racy.
My boys are neutered, for one thing – and courtesy
of anti-depressants I’m not far behind. Besides,
we’re just not into each other in that way. Not that
there haven’t been encounters of a sort.
In the winter months I used to let them climb into
my bed, but I was forever kicking them, and yes,
they’d tickle and sniff me, and while it didn’t turn
me on, it was a little too intimate. If by chance I
were to wake up in the middle of the night and
‘find myself’, I would almost inevitably just be
getting somewhere when these whiskers would
tickle my leg and I’d leap about a foot off the bed.
Our sleeping arrangements reached a painful zenith
in the wee hours of a dark winter’s night, when
a rat sank his fangs into my knob-end. I think he
mistook it for a giant chick-pea. I never knew who
it was, but I suspect Biggie, because he always was
a hungry boy. Anyway, they all got relocated to the
lounge-room after that.
I’m happy to tell you that my knob did not go
green and drop off, but like I said, I wonder if I’d
even notice sometimes. So anyway, it’s back to the
lone ranger; just me and my one-eyed side-kick in
the sack. There you go; the air is hereby cleared.
Bachelor equilibrium is restored.

Deck chairs and the rise
of collaborative consumption
Paul Harper

my i pod is chocolate
the ocean a colt
each swell a spark
between cobble crescent
you are a billabong
the blossoms of yoshiwara
below decks festivities are in full swing
perfection considered from the perspective of the cockroach
its commitment to haggling for the services of a seaplane
much admired by those with a healthy interest in gas masks
quantitative easing & attention to detail
street signs are removed for tactical advantage
we love our prefrontal cortex
the extra galactic distance ladder
the mashed potato helmet
the retrospectoscope
the clamour among crew members
each twilight to walk the company dog
through cascades of platinum wonder hair
at the notorious marker one seven four
to a viking themed restaurant
its once glowing timbers blackened with calligraphy
the chthonic perched on rocking chairs on the front porch
their moon viewing unaccountable indeterminate
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In the drift
Warwick Knight

Sit at this desk don’t know what to do.
Feel like I don’t want a neighbour, a neighbour at all.
Friend. What is that? What ever could it have meant?
We’re not people we’re not persons.
I speak for my self and I am alone as far as i know.
There are those who live in peace, those who live a sleeping deathly peace.
There are some, some of us who are drug dependent - and treated for/ with/ in/ this way,
there are those who are treated below standard, civil rights.
Their standard of living is below the poverty line...
their self esteem is rock bottom low.
Their quality of life is disgraced, is abominable.
These way faring folk, these drifters - through no fault of their own - are
The refuse of society by all accounts and purposes to the so called
we who know right from wrong ,good from bad
“THE NORMALS”
WHO WHILE THEY FILL THEIR GREEDY LUSTFULL PASSIONS WITH pleasure...!!
AFFECTIVELY LOAD UP TO THE BRIM THE down trodden and the worthless of their own sick; ill creation!
Those who shine and who are themselves can be the truth that their whole world can hear, see and know with
sheer blinding truth.
There is no answer to these.
for those who quietly shrug their shoulders grimace and say “Don’t know!!”
and while the rest have walked away from their sick made abomination, they too, who do not know turn and walk
too with ‘no it’s not ours.’
CRAP!
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Rage
Phillip Brunt
God almighty how much more does a man have to put
up with from these bastards, it seems never ending. Just
when I think I am getting at least a bit clear of one lot of
mongrels, bugger my days here I am back in it all over
again.

It was a good idea this walk and definitely good fun
watching a crow trying to muscle in on another pair of
crows. With much dive bombing and aerial acrobatics
the pair finally drive this encroacher off. He is not
however happy, and is desperately interested. The
clown is as crazy as myself . The crow at last spots what
he has been looking for. A pelican has settled himself
on the end of a lighting pole on the pier and the crow
hones in. My spot, he is obviously thinking, as he starts
dive bombing the pelican, squawking and screeching
insanely. This is certainly one mad bird, and he reminds
me of myself when I awoke this morning?

To hell with this. I can’t let myself dwell on any more of
this garbage. I will go for a walk and clear my head.
So here I am walking along the sea front still muttering
and cursing to myself, but slowing down – the filthy
rotten mongrel bastards – threaten to kill me, kick my
head in would they. We will see about that. O.K. just
lay off; I will go for a walk down to the end of the pier
and head home and do some relaxation and meditation.
Fuck the sods I won’t let them beat me in any way
whatsoever.

So that is where I have let all my recent troubles put
me, into a state of mind no different from this bloody
crazed crow. Give it away crow the pelican has got you
beaten, you will never beat him. There he is serenely
gazing off into space and taking no notice at all of the
crow who by this time is so enraged that he is literally
jumping up and down on the thin part of the pole totally
confounded as to what to do next. I have raised a good
laugh by now and can feel a lot of my own pent up
rages and hatreds flowing out. Like this poor mad crow
neither of us can win today, and, let’s face it, maybe
not any day, at least to our complete satisfaction. The
crows mad antics have shown, instinctively, that my
thinking has become almost completely confused by
allowing my state of mind to become dominated by the
total urge of revenge. I must step back and allow myself
to let my daily relaxation, meditation and walking bring
sanity back to my mind.
While in my meditation workshop I don’t forget to
thank the crow for appearing into my life with his
lesson.
If you teach a rat to solve mazes, presenting it over a
period of months with mazes of increasingly difficulty
and finally placing it in a maze which is truly unsolvable,
the rat will do a curious thing. He will scurry about in
an attempt to solve the maze, becoming increasingly
inefficient in his efforts, and ultimately he will sit down
in a corner and devour his own feet.
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Beach joy

Rainbow Joe

Marygrace Levakis

Bevan Kirkland

Having frozen drinks & spiders
at the beach is so refreshing.
Watching the red glow of the sunset
at the beach is heart-warming.
Oh let me be beach side in the evening
when the sea-breeze is cool & invigorating.
Oh let me walk midnight beach-side
And feel the cool breeze around my feet.
Let children have their trampoline.

Gazing across the ocean
Rainbow Joe brims with emotion.
Colours of the riot,
Red - orange - yellow - green,
blue-indigo then violet.
The sea is too deep,
She slowly drowns,.
Joe pretends to weep.
Seeing her die I cry! I cry!
Now that she has gone,
redo lyrics to our song.
Never chase a rainbow,
particularly one called Joe.

Sitting on the sand at midnight
is a special joy for me.
Seeing the tide rush back & forwards
is ever so thrilling and fascinating.
Seeing the sea-gulls nightly fishing
circling & swooping noisily
is entertainment enough for me.
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The beach
Dean Briggs

So, got a car. Shiny one. Stuck some roof racks on it. It
was the thing to do at the time.

The beach is a metaphor. Where solid meets liquid,
where horizon meets sky. Where on grey days there
is no distinction. Where waves both small and large
perpetually crest and break. Where the sun sinks into
a distant blue or grey miasma. Where the clouds
take on and enhance the refraction of the sinking sun.
Colour depending on the season and prevailing winds.
The place deepest in mans psyche, the place he can
no longer walk. An expanse that defies the bipedal
monkey’s limited understanding of the universe. Our
first glimpse of something greater than our own meagre
short sighted imaginings. The stars and the sea. Our first
stepping off point .

But anyway, mate ‘o mine. Little cunt. Some sort of
savant. Didn’t matter what you stuck to his feet. Skates,
ski’s, boards. The prick was a natural. You had to admire
his innate ability. So anyway he tried surfing. Guess
what? He was good at it. His only problem was he didn’t
have a shiny car with roof racks.
So, on a number of occasions, strapping surfboards to a
shiny car in a quiet northern suburb we drove to a back
beach.
And my short savant friend taught me the basics of the
board and the wave.

Philosophical bullshit aside. Growing up as a teenager
in Broadmeadows in the 70’s meant a long walk to the
station; two train trips and maybe a tram or another
walk to get to the beach. And the only reason a group
of lads would strike out in such a clime was only for hot
female flesh on towels. Never enough money between
us and always underprepared. No thongs, no sunscreen,
forgot a towel and it was always the fattest cunt in the
gang that could always somehow afford the chiko roll
and the odd can or three of coca cola.

I learnt to paddle my board out. Using my feet and
hands, learnt how to anticipate the crest of a wave and
paddle through it. How to find the trough and remain
upright on the board, how to gaze back towards the
horizon, to count the sets of waves and to catch a crest,
lean down into the wave and let physics do the rest.
But it wasn’t for me. Surfing isn’t for the myopic. But
before I gave up this particular unbespectabled sport,
I experience one brief moment of Zen. Sitting on my
board, trying to count the sets. I sat lolling between
troughs and drank in the beauty of the short sighted
surroundings that I was engulfed in.

There was the initial back and forth promenading along
the white concrete two way strand that was St Kilda
beach. And in amongst the sand and towels and different
shades from insipient white to forty years of weathered
brown, there was the occasional colourful towel
dwelling topless example of someone that could take
their top off and receive a mild round of applause from
young teenage boys. It was the early seventies! T.V was
still black and white. And breasts were real.

The horizon and its crests that could be counted
and timed. The seemingly distant sand of the shore,
the majestic craggy cliffs that gave this back beach its
particular break. The hue and the blue beauty of the sky
above me. The deep undulating crystal azure of waters
that buoyed in a lazy swelling motion. And as I sat there
in this most perfect of moments a bottle of Harpic flush
matic floated past me. I then understood why the ocean
was so blue. The revelation nearly killed me.

In the early eighties, still living in Broadmeadows! Got a
car! Important to have independent form of transport if
you’re living in the outer suburbs where there is no real
electoral power. Half an hour walk to the station on the
weekend and nine times out of ten ya usually beat the
bus.

Lesson to be learned; don’t laugh underwater.
Dean out!
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Ghosts of the sea (Loch Ard disaster)
George Hall

From the manifold heights of Ben Nevis to the rugged Apollo Bay shore, navvies and
bullocks toiled carving paths through the great Otway’s floor.
As the twentieth century was dawning back in a faraway land, the pioneers from the
Mother England putting their feet on the sand.
At Portsmouth they rapidly boarded a clipper called the Loch Ard, seeking their fame
and fortune, outward bound for the great Southern land.
Some came with their family and loved ones, while others endured it alone.
Sadly as Fate was to show it, their voyage proved to be damned.
Because their vessel was shipwrecked in a gale that was terribly fierce.
The calamity now becomes legend, two survivors Carmichael and Pierce,
On the rugged cliffs of Port Campbell by moonlight they happened to spy,
The owners of Glenample station on horseback come riding by.
South by the old Twelve Apostles, a ship was in her death throes.
Smashed by the roaring forties as to reason why only God knows.
At a later court of inquiry conducted by Maritime Board,
Twas found that a negligent captain ignored the Cape Otway light.
Pressing imminent danger and putting the crew in great plight.
Incurring the wrath of Poseidon and spirits that live in the sea,
Consigning to Hell and its fury the kin of you and me.
Such was the wreck of the Loch Ard in the midnight and the storm,
Loss of life and limb from which loved ones were torn
A wreck of such disaster was never seen again,
God save us all from a death like this midst the driving sleet and rain.
They say in the Southern Ocean on a still and moonlit night
East of Muttonbird Island the Loch Ard in full flight
Created by ghastly spectres amid the captain’s wildest boasts.
Old seadogs sometimes tell you they are the Loch Ard’s ghosts.
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The lighthouse
Trevor Donohue

He was a tall thin man who lived in the lighthouse: as
he would have to be. Straight up, not pretentious. It
was appropriate, it was tall, bare and white. It suited his
existence, this tall thin man, isolated by his height and
lack of width.
It was one of three, each in a direct line with the others,
two were at sea, and the other was land locked. The
lighthouse on land was 28 metres high, the second was
16 metres high. The one on the land was appealing
because of its height. It was impractical for his needs.
The sea called him, a whisper that only he could hear. It
beckoned. It made promises that it could not keep. The
cadaverous man knew in his gaunt heart that the wind
and the water lied.
It seemed that he had always known, the bite of
indecision, so it was with almost real relief that he
had come to this conclusion; he was to be the sole
inhabitant and the master of light. A beam of energy
that cut a swath through the night. A force to dispel
the shadows. It would rotate and keep his enemies at
bay. He did not have a fanciful imagination enough to
catalogue who his enemies were. It wasn’t important.
He would be safe in the night. The day time would take
care of itself.
It did. No light penetrated the circular (concave) wall
that surrounded him. It was more in his mind but he
knew of the darkness that cut through the sunlight
outside: the shadows that swooped, bat like battering
his sanctuary. He imagined the tonal renditions of a
frustrated foe.
A smile would flicker across parchment features;
skeletal fingers would hide his mirth; Teeth, yellowed
were revealed in his smile. His limbs were sticks held
together by sinews. He might be suffering but he was
winning. And of course, that was the main thing.
Where does the soul go? He would find out. He would
know all of the answers that had plagued him. The
concept of being.
His body was discovered by the curious.
His death was caused by death
the piece first appeared in Trevor’s book “Little shock of
horrors”
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RESCUE rats
Paul South

I was given them as a gesture of good faith; from one
dual-diagnosis case to another. A friend had committed
suicide, and at the time I wanted to justify her death. At
the funeral I said, “She fought hard, harder than any of
us. She is better off this way. She has earned her rest.”

Do you want to catch fish?
Marygrace Levakis

I don’t know. It was sometime around then, anyway.
I was changing anti-depressants for the third time in a
year, and nothing seemed quite real. At night I would
walk until the first bird. I stood and looked at the trees,
all the humble, cared-for yards, and I cried. As I said, I
really don’t know why. During the days I sweated. The
grass looked like astro-turf; everything seemed to be
made of plasticine. At sunset, the crickets would ring
out like so many unanswered phones.

“Do you want to catch fish? Then use a fishing line.
Not your hands.”
“Surf is meditative if you look, listen and quietly sit.”
“Birds have hollow bones & fly. Humans have solid
bones & don’t.”
To be a swimmer be bold. If shy you won’t.”

The fog

Then one day it occurred to me, as if it were the first
thought I’d ever had, that maybe I was better off dead
too. I couldn’t take such a thought seriously; I just
dismissed it. But the thought returned, and again, and
each time it came as a muddled surprise. Example: I’d
be waiting for the kettle to boil, and something in that
grey steam would tell me it was time to leave. And each
time I heard this, it seemed more certain than before. It
felt like relief - as if I was already dead, and being dead, I
had no reason to fear life any more.

Trevor Donohue
I am alone. The beach is deserted. There is a great
nothingness. Only the cleansing engulfing whiteness,
creeping in on tendrils of mist. It promises obscurity
and isolation, blocking out structure and form: denying
access from the outside world; but what it delivers is
possibly worse.
It is all encompassing leaving a solitary of being, it fills my
lungs, steals my air and inhabits my progress, alienating
social contact and in its purity
absorbs me into itself.

Well, then came the rats. I had talked about rats, made
a few noises, but then one day they just landed clear
out of the sky: two rats, straight up. Right in my lap.
I cursed them; I cursed the day I got them. I wasn’t
sure I could keep them: they demanded so much of my
attention. They were busy and always on the make, like
beggars in Delhi - just at me, all the time.

The fog starts to lift a spider web of skeletal
incomferance that slowly disperses, opening portals of
vision that strip away my moment of self importance.
Returning me back there, leaving with its false
promise of
being.
		
Again, it is only me.

You’ve got to laugh, really. Those annoying little shits
saved me. Two quicksilver segues into today, all over
me like a rash, marking me with their scent, shitting
in my bed, forcing me to wash my sheets and shower
every day. More feral than even me.
Paul South is 40 years old and lives in community housing
in Coburg. His book of poetry, “The Year of the Rat” is due
out soon. Stay tuned for launch details, or friend Paul on
Facebook for more poems and updates.
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Fat

Warwick Knight
So here I sit artificially intelligent.
A little light stands beside the desk that I’m sat at.
I feel fat. I am fat, overweight, obese.
Tomorrow tomorrow...
It’s all you’ll hear.
I was fatter...
Just that
Fat.
Yet less fat would be nice.
Less than fattest.
Losing some weight.
Dwindling down to skin and bones..
Now bones, there’s a story you don’t hear much about.
Just a little more than skin and bones, and a whole lot less than Fat, fattat..
So I’ve told you my story of sheer bleedin’ nonsense--and I don’t expect anything of it. Nothing at all

Searching for my soul

Who’s that at the window

Trevor Donohue

Pain is illusionary
Scars may fade
But when you crush my spirit
When you lower my self esteem
I am reduced to what YOU think I am.
I am ME

RH

Any good news today?
Stocks and shares down in value,
Women too, it seems!
Any good news, today?
All hell will break loose in Iraq.
I thought it already had!
Any good news today?
Clunk on the window ledge!
Who are you? A newcomer to my kitchen,
Mrs. Dove, all decked out in her Sunday best,
Which she wears all week.
Bedecked in pink, purple, blue, grey and white,
With a yellow beak.
Mrs. Dove on the window ledge,
Looking with eyes of innocence, no cares,
No worldly greed, just pleased to be here!
That’s our good news for today!

I am skin over bone
Muscles, blood and membranes
And skull over brain.
The real me is well hidden.
It is vulnerable and the process of self healing
takes time and circumstance.
Fools may dream of love
That will never end.
We are all fools
We are all dreamers.
Would we have it any other way?
We are all dreamers.
Would we have it any other way?
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For a nanosecond
The cresting wave
Is at peace
Jack Chadwick
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Hello my name is Warwick
I walked one day to the bay to the seaside
And as I walked down the road towards the sea
I could see the deep blue green of the sea
And the light blue sky too.
When I walked to the pathway which I found by the beach, by the foreshore
The creamy white sand strewn with seaweed stood out to me.
So much so that with bare feet I stood and squelched among it with glee
Venturing out, wading into the sea
I said to myself yippee and hee hee
I didn’t come back
art and text - Warwick Knight

Kaka Point to Owaka and back again
Bevan Kirkland

with Wilbert and Dallas either side of me with their 200
watt Jansen Amplifiers. After a sound check we retired
to out tents to consume the nectar of the Gods in the
company of the local girls.

It seems like yesterday when as a 16 year old I spent
Christmas holidays at Kaka Point beach. Back then, I
lived in Balclutha, a beautiful town resting on the banks
of the mighty Clutha River that wound its way down
from the South Island Alps of New Zealand.

Come night we would warm up with a few Beatles tunes
followed by a stint of The Stones, The Doors, Credence
Clearwater Revival, Joe Cocker, Lead Zeppelin and
such greats. The pièce de résistance or as Dallas and
Wilbert nicely put it; Bes’s wanking time, was a medley
of old time dancing or ‘crutch dancing’ songs sung by
yours truly. A friend took over drums and I held a
microphone. I began with ‘Sweet Caroline’ and then
‘Where Have All the Flowers Gone, followed by ‘Just
like a Woman.’ When I finished with ‘My Sweet Lord
the girls left their blokes behind to form a line in front
of the stage and clap along to my melodious voice …it
was magic.

I belonged to a band called Crystal Reflection with
Dallas playing lead/rhythm guitar and Wilbert on bass
guitar. As for me, (Bevan or then known as Bes,) I beat
the living crap out of a set of Premier drums.
As it was my final year at school, I had plenty of time to
spare. But as Dallas and Wilbert were apprentice motor
mechanics, they only had the holidays. While waiting for
them to drive the 30 km from Balclutha I managed to
hide in the legendary Kaka Point Surf Life saving club. I
was a member there until my brother, who happened to
be Surf Club Captain, tossed me out for taking a friends
sister out on a leaky hollow plywood surf ski.

Anyway, we also had a gig that night/morning in Owaka,
the town where I was born. At the stroke of midnight
we farewelled our fans, packed the wagon and managed
to maneuver the Kombi through the 10 km gravel
shortcut to Owaka.

Eventually Dallas and Wilbert arrived in our esteemed
Kombi Van painted with multiple Lead Zeppelin symbols
over a psychedelic background. No snakes or poisonous
spiders to worry about so both usually dressed in
nothing else but bell bottomed jeans. Except for a singlet
of many colours, I dressed the same way. Dallas and
Wilbert had shoulder length hair. As I was still at school,
I had to adopt the Elvis look.

Once at the Town Hall we set up our gear and to please
the oldies we played ‘crutch dancing’ music until about 3
am.
Tired and emotional it was back to Kaka Point where
we sat on the beach and marveled at the birth of the
first sun that year…..the dawn of a new year was
heaven.

First to come out of our shagging wagon was our tent
and bunks, which we promptly erected. Next to come
were crates of South Otago’s finest, i.e. Speight’s Three
Star beer. Then we sped down to the hall to unload
and set up our gear. I set up my drums in the centre
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All at sea
Simon Sewell

The previous summer had passed. It was almost
completely without incident. No one even bothered
with the surf. Autumn had been, and with no real
inspiration of dazzling colours from the fallen leaves.
Winter had been ratshit. A disastrous skiing season.
Spring had sprung, so they had invented a few things to
do.

They had brought with them two cans apiece. Before
opening them they decided to take the plunge, and swim
to the jetty thing. Ker splash – Ker splash.
“Hey, how’s that mate?”
“Bloody beautiful.”
Ker splash – Ker splash. He reached that mooring.

Now it was summer and they hit the surf, had a BBQ.
They shared sleeping arrangements and generally made
up for the past few seasons. Life could be worse. Then
the heatwave hit. It had been in the top thirties and into
the forties for some consecutive days.

“How yer doin mate.”
Silence. More silence. Shit – clothes, a little money, the
two cans apiece awaited. What would he do? Get the
keys, take the car and raise the alarm. Hell, someone
else’s car. And he did not even know the bloke’s name.
He called out again. Ker splash – Ker splash and.. vocal
response.

He went to a local in a neighbouring village, where he
encountered a young bloke. They had a beer together,
glanced at the clock – they’ll be closing soon. They each
were seeking company of the opposite sex. Both failed
dismally. Upon closing they left. Outside now, without
the luxury of the air conditioning it was still stinking hot.
Neither had a Plan B, so with the young bloke having
wheels, they set off. They hit Brighton – no real action.
A few bikini clad females were parading to be seen. But
they looked like something teasers. Further down the
coast; it was probably Black Rock, there was, some two
hundred yards out, a mooring platform.

“Shit man, you had me worried.”
“Just took a rest for a bit.”
On the jetty, “Let’s go back and have those cans.”
“Yair.”
“Don’t get lost this time.”
For a while there I was all at sea. Here endeth the
lesson.
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Why the dog is like he is
Dog (aka Bob Bissett)

All dogs are multifaceted.
All dogs are a product of their environment.
All dogs (except Dog) are a product of their genetics. Dog, not
other dogs, is eternal and has no ancestors.
All dogs like kindness. Similarly, every dog dislikes cruelty
to that dog and to any other creatures who that dog cares about.
All dogs like approbation (i.e. “Good dog!”)
All dogs like their tucker.
All dogs like to sniff. Dog, although he suffers from
otorhinolaringologic problems, loves diverse aromas.
All dogs like exercise.
All dogs, except for bowl bludgers, like to work.
All dogs like to rest.
All dogs like to play.
All dogs like to socialise,
All dogs like to drink.
All dogs show acuity.
All dogs (unless very badly damaged by humans) like puppies
(Incidentally, the word human not only means one of the species
Homo sapiens, but is also an adjective meaning “kind; considerate”)
All dogs like to roll around.
All dogs indulge in ritual prior to sleep.
All dogs like to be cosy.
All dogs like to have things that they shouldn’t have (e.g. chocolate)
All dogs find bitches hard work – this week she’s on heat (beauty!)
next week she isn’t (bummer!)
All dogs (unlike humans) like to listen, tilt their heads and contemplate.
All dogs like to mark their territory.
All dogs like to learn (and, contrary to popular belief, old dogs can
learn new tricks.)
FINALLY, ALL DOGS ARE LOYAL!
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Night walk
by the beach
Mary Grace Levakis

People were meditating
And so was I
People were dancing
And so was I
Others were swimming
But not I, not I
Others were drunk
And so was I
Others were laughing
And so was I
At the beach
Beautiful, unique St Kilda beach

The beach.
The sea.
The bay.
Janet de Longville

One of my obsessions is my cats - let’s face
it - anybody’s cat but I do like to see dogs
off leash at certain times of the year down
at St. Kilda Beach. A liquorice all sorts of
breeds. Big dogs like collies and labs. Small
dogs like jack russells and the ubiquitous
bichon x. Some are well socialised and
others have a little more to learn. I watch
them on my promenade as they provide a
good talking-point amongst their owners. It
is a dog’s time of freedom. Some chilly days
there’s nary a dog at the water’s edge and
the beach looks barren and unloved. I’ve
heard of cats living on board ocean-going
yachts so in my fantasy world I called my
first cat ‘The Boson’ as he was to be at the
‘helm of our ship.’ I respect the sea and its
swirling waters and because I can’t swim
I’ve been on very few boats but I do love
living by the bay.

artwork - Dave Faulkner
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